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ABOUT EPLAYER
Video Encryption Software protects videos & other E-learning content by
securely encrypting your content ﬁles and distributing them with your
authorized target audience. It is a process of digitally hiding your videos to
prevent unwanted interception and viewing of the transmitted videos.
The process involves encrypting videos using an encoding software and
hardware to secure the content. No one can view the encrypted videos
without ﬁrst decoding them.
VIDEO ENCRYPTION SOFTWARE FEATURES:
Strong Encryption:
The software encrypts your video content and allows you to securely
distribute them to your authorized target users. The encryption system
oﬀers AES 256-bit encryption.
Video Playback Attributes:
With encryption, you can conﬁgure Video Playback Time, Video Open
Occurrences and Expiry date.
Activation:
With encryption, you can conﬁgure Video Playback Time, Video Open
Occurrences and Expiry date.
Single Screen Restriction:
Restricts video to single / primary screen. No one can play on more than one
screen.

Easy & Strong Video
Encryption Software

A Unique Approach to Capture Knowledge…

Who Can Use It
Professors, Teachers, Lecturers, Tutors, Coach, Instructors, Trainers, Gurus,
Businessmen, Specialists, Individual Professionals, Filmmakers and so on.
Literally anyone can Encrypt the videos and Distribute them to their
authorized target audience like School Students, College Students,
University Students, MBA Students, CA Students, IPCC Students, IIT JEE
Students, IES Students, Medical Students, CMAT Students, CAT Students,
Consumers, Media Houses, Companies etc. and sell those video ﬁles as easy
as on USB Pen drive, DVD, and even on Cloud. Download our software now
and let your students and users experience the most ﬂexible approach you
will provide to learn from anywhere, and at any time.

Educational Institutes
Video record your classroom lectures to oﬀer self-paced learning for
students. Distribute the video lectures in Pen drive, DVD, or via Cloud.
Training Institutes
Sell your pre-recorded video lectures to students on Pen drive, DVD, or via
Cloud.
Media Agency
Secured distribution of ads by using encryption software.
Production House
Protect Short ﬁlms and Movie videos from piracy.
Coaching Classes
Securely Sell Video Lectures, Soft Notes, PDF Books.
How’s it works ?
Organize your Videos in a folder.
Download the E Player
New user Registration for login into E Player with parameters as Email Id,
Mobile No. & Password.
Login to E Player with Email Id as Username & Password.
Browse the videos in E Player & Click on Encrypt.
If you want to add the videos in Existing Product, select that product or
else click on “Create New” menu.
Select All Parameters for New Product.
Save the encrypted ﬁles to Destination folder.
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ABOUT VRT PLUS
VRT PLUS is a software driven application for video lecture production as
well Virtual Studio with intuitive user interface to capture and stream video
in real-time.

APPLICATION INTERFACE

WHY CHOOSE USE ?
VRT PLUS motto is to oﬀer “ A unique approach to capture knowledge”
Lecture Capture has entered the educational arena and is changing the way
educators and students or participants perceive the learning experience.
Recent studies have demonstrated that individual control over the pace of
learning increases student motivation and engagement, connecting
student and content via easy-to-master technology. Students who have
access to VRT PLUS lecture capture technology are able to review diﬃcult
concepts, catch up on missed lectures and enhance their own learning
experience through recorded lectures of VRT Plus.

Our product harness the power of video to educate, engage, inspire and
collaborate.
Integrating VRT PLUS capture systems into learning environments facilitates
student learning, improves student outcomes and provides students with a
higher level of academic satisfaction. It also brings a new versatility to the
learning process, for both students and instructors.

TARGET AUDIENCE
VRT PLUS is specially developed and designed for the following market segments

Virtual Switcher
Easy to use Virtual Switcher with changeable speed control and cut
function Real time ready to use Virtual Sets
Simple multi layer solution
Easy to use switcher to switch multiple input in Virtual sets Easy to
use editor to modiﬁed virtual sets
Multi Viewer
Onboard Multi Viewer for instant Preview
Look Ahead Preview
Separate Preview window to see preview before go on air
Transitions
Readymade transition for change source in Virtual sets Monitor

SCHOOL

CORPORATE TRAINING & CONFERENCES

DISTANCE LEARNING

High Quality Recorder
Readymade presets with BEST, GOOD and NORMAL
Quality in .MP4, MPEG, MOV and MTS format
Maximum recorder @40Mbps variable upto 4K
Auto spilt recording ﬁles in assigned or custom
duration Recording pause
Supports Unicode text for ﬁle name Onboard
button for instant start and stop

Multi Streaming at Single Click
Streaming in 2 Channels at same time in RTMP or
any third party streaming server.
Various Readymade resolutions and speed
Onboard button for instant start and stop

High Quality Recorder
Readymade presets with BEST, GOOD and NORMAL
Quality in .MP4, MPEG, MOV and MTS format
Maximum recorder @40Mbps variable upto 4K
Auto spilt recording ﬁles in assigned or custom
duration Recording pause
Supports Unicode text for ﬁle name Onboard
button for instant start and stop

UNIQUE FEATURES AND FUNCTIONS
Recording up to 4K quality
High quality streaming with various advance function & options
NDI input or Output for camera or Notebook
Video input and output supports up to 4K
Embedded audio input and output
Web stream video link as Input
More than 50 ready to use templates
Easy to use editor to create unlimited templates
Insertion of Logo, title, ticker and date time.
Support for Unicode fonts like Chinese, Japanese, Korean & many more..
Can be integrated with your current studio setup
Pause while recording
Audio control for each Input and media
High Quality Auto Chroma Key
Real Time Look ahead preview audio, video and CG

COACHING INSTITUTES

YOUTUBE

LIVE WEBCASTING
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